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Abstract

We study the decomposition of multigraphs with a constant edge multiplicity into copies of a fixed
starH =K1,t :We present necessary and sufficient conditions for such a decomposition to exist where
t =2 and prove NP-completeness of the corresponding decision problem for anyt�3.We also prove
NP-completeness when the edge multiplicity function is not restricted either on the inputG or on the
fixed multistarH.
© 2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Given two graphsH andG, anH-decomposition ofG is a partition of the edge set of
G into disjoint isomorphic copies ofH. The study of graph decomposition started back in
the mid-19th century, with the seminal concept ofSteiner triple systems[13], and has since
become the subject of some hundreds of research papers, with active research still carried
out today.Wilson’s fundamental theorem[14] states that for any fixedgraphH there exists an
H-decomposition of the complete graphKn if the obvious necessary divisibility conditions
hold andn is large enough. A considerable amount of research was indeed devoted to
thoroughly studying the existence ofH-decompositions of complete graphs for specific
graphsH, such as some small graphs, complete graphs, complete multipartite graphs, and
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paths and cycles (a finite problem for every fixed graphH, in light of Wilson’s theorem).
For a review of methods and results see e.g.[2,4].
Hopes for similar accurate results whereH-decomposition of a general graphG is

considered are slim, due to the following negative result:

Theorem 1.1. Deciding whether there exists an H-decomposition of an input graph G that
is NP-complete for any fixed simple graph H which contains a connected component with
at least three edges.

The abovewas conjectured byHolyer[9] in 1981 and proved sixteen years later in[7]. On
the other hand, the existence of a polynomial time algorithm to decideH-decomposability
of an inputG, where every component ofH consists of at most two edges, was proved
(though not in terms of an explicit necessary and sufficient condition) in[10].
In this article we studymultigraph decomposition, which is the casewheremultiple edges

are allowed in both graphsH andG. Although Theorem 1.1 was not (yet?) generalized to
multigraphs, a graph decomposition decision problem most probably remains at least as
hard when extended to multigraphs.
Within this article we prove two instances of a generalization of Theorem 1.1: The first

instance is restricted to the case in whichH is a star—Theorem 2.2 which states that the
problem of decomposing a multigraph with an identical multiplicity on each of its edges, to
copies of a star of at least three edges, is complete in NP: The second instance is restricted
to the case in whichH is a multistar—Theorem 3.1, which proves NP-completeness for
the decomposition problem of multigraphs, to copies of a given multistar, that is, a given
multigraph derived from a star by replacing each of its edges by multiple edges.
In an attempt to find the conditions for decomposability of a general “input” multigraph

G into a “fixed” connected multigraphH, serious hopes for results are limited, in light of
the theorems above, to the case in which every connected component ofH consists of at
most two underlying edges.
If every connected component ofH consists of exactly one edge, that is, ifH is a match-

ing, then the problem is polynomial. The decomposition of multigraphs in that case is an
extension based on the result of[1].
In the following section we deal with the case in whichH is a simple path with two edges

andG has a constant multiplicity. Separate articles are dedicated to the more involved case
in which the multiplicities on the edges ofH andG are not restricted[12,11].
The following terminology sets the frame for a more formal and rigorous treatment of

the subject.

1.1. Notation

• A multigraph(V ,E,w), also denoted by(G,w), consists of a simpleunderlying graph
G=(V ,E) and amultiplicity functionw : E → N , whereN is the set of natural numbers
(unless explicitly stated otherwise, the multiplicity of an edge is strictly positive).

• The multigraph on an underlying graphG with a constant multiplicity� is denoted by
� ·G.

• When referring to a simple graphG as a multigraph, we mean 1·G
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• An isomorphism between multigraphs is an isomorphism between their underlying sim-
ple graphs, which preserves edge multiplicity.

• A subgraph Hof amultigraphG is amultigraphHwhose underlying graph is a subgraph
of that ofG and its multiplicity function is dominated by the multiplicity function ofG,
that is, the multiplicity of an edge inH does not exceed its multiplicity inG.

• An H-subgraphof G is a subgraph of a multigraphG, isomorphic to a multigraphH.
• LetG andH be two multigraphs. AnH-decomposition ofG is a setD of H-subgraphs
of G, such that the sum ofw(e) over all graphs inD which include an edgeeequals the
multiplicity of e in G, for all edgese in G.

• AnH-�decompositionof a simple graphG is anH-decomposition of themultigraph�·G.
If it exists we say thatG isH-� decomposable, or thatG admits anH-� decomposition.

• Thet-star, St (also commonly denoted byK1,t ), is a simple graph, consisting oft edges
which share one common vertex, referred to as thecenterof the star, and are otherwise
disjoint.

• Themultistar Sw1,...,wt is the multigraph, whose underlying graph is at-star, and the
multiplicities of itst edges arew1, . . . , wt .

• Associated with a fixed multigraphH is theH-decomposition computational problem:
Does an input multigraph M admit an H-decomposition?

• In particular, associated with a fixed multigraphH and a natural number� is theH-�
decomposition computational problem:Does an input simple graph G admit an H-�
decomposition?

2. Star-decomposition of multigraphs

2.1. S2-� decomposition

S2-� decomposition of a graphG is clearly equivalent to a perfect matching inthe� line
graph,L�(G), consisting of� vertices for each edge ofG, where two vertices are adjacent
if they stand for adjacent, distinct edges ofG. Thus,S2-� decomposition is solvable in
polynomial time.
However, a maximum matching algorithm is not really essential here, as we can give a

simple explicit characterization ofS2-� decomposable graphs.
Some more terminology is first required:

• A single edge is az-treeand any graph obtained by identifying a leaf ofS2 with a vertex
of az-tree is also az-tree.

• If a graphG includes a vertexv of degree 2, adjacent to another vertexx, of degree 1,
we say that theS2-subgraph, centered atv, is loose. The edge incident tox is referred to
as theremoteedge of that subgraph.

Using this notation, az-tree is either a single edge, or it is obtained by appending a new
looseS2-subgraph to a smallerz-tree.

Lemma 2.1. Theedgesetof aconnectedodd(that is,ofoddsize)graphwithmore than three
edges, which is neither a z-tree nor a simple cycle, can be partitioned into two connected
subgraphs, neither of which is a z-tree.
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Proof. LetG be a graph as stated above. IfG is the simple starS2n+1, n>1, thenG can
be partitioned into the two starsS2n−1 andS2, and neither of them is az-tree; thus we may
assume thatG is not a star. Moreover, we can assume thatG admits no looseS2-subgraph
H; otherwiseH andG − H (obtained by removing all edges ofH and vertices which
thus become isolated) would form the required partition (sinceG is not az-tree, neither
isG−H ).
If G is a treewe focus on a vertexv, which is adjacent to at least one vertex of degree 1 and

to exactly one vertex of degree greater than 1. No looseS2 exists and hence,d(v)�3. The
partition is formed by splittingG into a three-starS, centered atv, and an even connected
graphG− S. (Notice that az-tree is always odd.)
If G is not a tree, letCbe a simple cycle inG. Consider a connected nonempty component

B of G − C; there exists one, since the entire graphG is not a cycle. IfB is not az-tree,
thenB andG− B provide the required partition (G− B contains the cycleC and hence it
is not az-tree).
If B is az-tree with at least three edges, then, since no looseS2-subgraph ofB is loose in

G (see above), there exists a looseS2-subgraph ofBwith a remote edgee, such thatC ∪{e}
is connected. The partition, in that case, consists of the even subgraphB ′ = B − {e} and
the odd connected subgraphG − B ′ (which, again, contains the cycleC and thus is not a
z-tree).
If B is a single edge then it is contained in a three-starS, where the other two edges are

fromC, andG− S is an even connected graph.�

We can state now the main result of this section:

Theorem 2.1. A connected graphG= (V ,E) admits anS2-� decomposition if and only if
�|E| is even or G is not a z-tree.

Proof. Any connected even graph can easily be partitioned intoS2-subgraphs. For a formal
proof see[5]. S2 is clearlyS2-� decomposable for any value of�. Theorem 2.1 thus holds
whereG is even.
LetG be an odd connected graph which is not az-tree. Repeatedly applying Lemma 2.1,

it suffices to consider the case in whichG is either a simple odd cycle or it has three edges.
C2n+1, n>0, andS3 areS2-2 decomposable and hence they admit anS2-� decomposition
for every even�. The only graph with three edges, which is neither a cycle nor a star, is a
z-tree.
It remains to show that az-treeTdoesnot admit anyS2-�decomposition.This is obviously

true whereT consists of a single edge. We proceed by induction on the size ofT: Let T be
obtained by appending a looseS2-subgraphH to a smallerz-treeT ′. The onlyS2-subgraph
which includes the remote edge ofH isH itself. AnS2-� decomposition ofT, then, contains
� copies ofH and anS2-� decomposition ofT ′, the existence of which contradicts the
induction hypothesis. �

The� = 2 instance of Theorem 2.1 is also a part of a previous result of Bondy[3].
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2.2. Intractability ofSt -� decomposition fort�3

In this section we prove the following:

Theorem 2.2. St -� decomposition isNP-complete, for every star of sizet�3 and every
multiplicity �.

In the rest of this chapter,t and� are the parameters defined above. The following notation
makes the formulation of our proof easier:

• A moduleis a graphM = (V ,E) with a predefined setC ⊆ E of connectors. Each
connector has aconnecting endvertexof degree 1 and aninner endvertexof degree� t .
The edges inE\C areinner edges.

• A modular decompositionof a moduleM is anSt -decomposition of a multigraph on
the underlying graphM with multiplicity � on every inner edge and at most� on the
connectors.

Along the proof, whenever we combine modules to form a larger graph, we make sure that
anySt -� decomposition of that graph would necessarily be a union of modular decompo-
sitions.

Lemma 2.2. Theorem2.2 can be derived from a polynomial construction of a splitting
moduleSP,with twoconnectors labeledc1andc2 (out of a possibly larger set of connectors),
which satisfies the following:

• Everymodular decomposition ofSP inducesmultiplicities�ononeof the twoconnectors
c1 or c2 and� − 1 on the other one.

• For each one of the two connectorsc1 andc2 there exists a modular decomposition of
SP which induces multiplicities� on that one and� − 1 on the other.

Proof. LetG be an input graph for the (NP-complete)St -decomposition problem. We re-
place every edge(x, y) ofGby a splittingmodule withxandyas the connecting endvertices
of c1 andc2, to construct a new graphG′. Let us first assume thatc1 andc2 are the only
connectors ofSP. In that case any partition of the original edge set ofG into stars can be
obtained, once a modular decomposition of every splitting module is removed from� ·G′.
Consequently,St -decomposition ofG is equivalent toSt -� decomposition ofG′.
Unfortunately, when we get to the actual construction, additional connectors necessarily

exist, unlesst and � are relatively prime. Such extra connectors, with their connecting
endvertices leftloose, might remain with multiplicity smaller than�. To overcome this
difficulty we constructt disjoint copies ofG′ and contract thet copies of each such loose
connecting vertex into a single vertex, which can be the center of asmanyt-stars as required
to complete the decomposition.�

The construction ofSPis now reduced to that of anothermodule, which satisfies a relaxed
set of requirements.
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Lemma 2.3. Theorem2.2can be derived from a polynomial construction of an isolating
module IS,which contains a connectorc0 (and possibly also other connectors),and satisfies
the following:

• Every modular decomposition of IS induces multiplicity� − 1 on c0, and at least one
modular decomposition of IS does exist.

Proof. Starting fromIS, we constructSPby attaching an additionalt-star centered at the
connecting endvertexx of c0. Two of thet additional edges are arbitrarily selected to be the
connectorsc1 andc2.
In a modular decomposition ofSP, that way built,� copies ofSt , centered atx, are

required to cover the othert−2 new edges. One edge of one of these stars isc0, completing
its multiplicity from � − 1 to�. The multiplicities onc1 andc2 are then clearly as stated in
Lemma 2.2. �

We use three additional modules as building blocks for the construction ofIS:
The equalizerEQ consists of a circuit of length 2(� + 1), where every vertex along the

circuit is also the inner endvertex oft − 2 connectors. The degree of each inner vertex of
EQ is then exactlyt. In order to achieve multiplicity� on the inner edges, the number of
t-stars centered at each pair of consecutive inner vertices should sum up to�. Let the set of
connectors incident to vertices in even location along the circuit be denoted byCa and the
set of connectors incident to odd vertices of the circuit be denoted byCā . The following
characterization of modular decompositions ofEQ immediately follows:

• In every modular decomposition ofEQ, every connector inCa has the samemultiplicity,
saya, and every connector inCā has multiplicity� − a. In particular, there exists such
a modular decomposition ofEQwith a = 1.

The lower bound LBis a mere(t − 1 + �)-star, where� of its edges form a setCl of
connectors.At least� (exactly two if�=2) copies ofSt are required to cover the othert−1
edges and at least one edge of each of these stars must be a connector. Consequently:

• In every modular decomposition ofLB, the average multiplicity of a connector inCl
is at least 1 (exactly 1 if� = 2), and there exists a modular decomposition where the
multiplicity of each connector inCl equals 1.

Theupper bound UBis the empty graph if� = 2 and it otherwise consists of� − 3+
(� − 2)(t − 2) inner edges and a setCu of � connectors, arranged as follows:� − 3 edges
which form a simple path on� − 2 vertices, a(t − 2)-star centered at each vertex of the
path, two connectors incident with each end of the path and one with every other vertex
along the path (notice that if� = 3 thenUB is a star oft + 1 edges, such that three of
them are connectors). To take care of the(t − 2)-stars, in a modular decomposition ofUB,
each vertex of the path should be the center of at least� copies ofSt . Removing from the
obtained total of(�−2)�t , the multiplicity�(�−3+ (�−2)(t −2)) required for the inner
edges, there is an excess of at least�(� − 1) for the connectors. This leads to:
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Fig. 1. The splitting module SP.

• In every modular decomposition ofUB, the average multiplicity of a connector inCu is
at least� − 1.

If indeed� copies ofSt are placed at each vertex on the path, of which multiplicity� − 1 is
allocated to each connector, one can check that the remaining edges can be distributed on
the path to get:

• There exists a modular decomposition ofUBwhere the multiplicity of every connector
in Cu is � − 1.

We complete now the proof of Theorem 2.2 with an explicit construction of the isolating
module:IS is the union ofEQ, LB andUB, which share connectors, such thatCu ⊂ Ca ,
Cl ⊂ Cā and are otherwise disjoint. Each endvertex of every common connector serves
as the connecting endvertex in one module and the inner endvertex in the other module
(seeFig. 1). To avoid parallel edges, distinct endvertices inEQare selected for connectors
with the same endvertex in eitherLB or UB (the circuit inEQ is large enough to make
this possible). The shared connectors thus become inner edges ofIS. Their multiplicity in
a modular decomposition ofIS is then�. The contribution of a modular decomposition of
EQ to the multiplicity of an edge fromCu is a and hence� − a is its multiplicity in UB.
Since the average contribution ofUB to the multiplicity of these edges is at least� − 1, we
obtaina�1. Similar analysis of the multiplicity on members ofCl leads toa�1 and to the
conclusiona = 1. Since|Cā| = (t − 2)(� + 1) and|Cl | = �, Cā\Cl �= � and the connector
c0 of IS is arbitrarily selected from that set. Due to the properties ofEQ, the multiplicity
induced onc0 in a modular decomposition ofIS is indeed� − a = � − 1 as required. �
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3. Intractability of multigraph decompositions into multistars on at least three
underlying edges

H-decomposition whenH is a connectedsimplegraph on at least three edges is always
NPC[7]. We strongly believe this remains true when “simple” is deleted. We only prove,
however, the following partial result for multistar decomposition:

Theorem 3.1. S�1,�2,...,�n -decomposition is NPC, unlessn = 1, or n = 2 and�1 = �2, in
which case the problem is polynomially solvable.

Proof. This proof is an almost straightforward adaptation of the proof for the case in which
H is a simple star, presented in[6]. The knownNPCproblem for whichwe show polynomial
reduction intoS�1,�2,...,�n -decomposition is “Exact Hitting Set for 3-subsets” (3-EHS, for
short), defined as follows: Given a finite setU and a collection� of three-element subsets
of U, is there a subsetX ⊂ U such that|X ∩A| = 1 for everyA ∈ �? The problem is also
known as “One in three 3sat without negated literals” (see[8, p. 259 Lo4]).
Let I = (U,�) be an instance of 3-EHS. We construct (polynomially) a multigraph

H for which S�1,�2,...,�n -decomposition is equivalent to 3-EHS onI. We first describe the
underlying graphGSn(I ) of H and then define the multiplicity function.
Let every three-tupleA ∈ � be represented by two disjoint stars: a copy ofSn−1 and

a copy ofS2n−2. The centers of these stars are denoted byA+ andA−, respectively. Let
k(x) denote the number of three-tuplesA ∈ � which contain the elementx of U. For every
x ∈ U , construct an(n−1) -regular, connected, bipartite graphGx(Sn) on two independent
setsS+

x andS−
x , each consisting ofk′ = max{k(x), n} vertices. Label the vertices ofS+

x

by v1, . . . , vk′ and those ofS−
x by u1, . . . , uk′ . In casen>k, choose for everyi > k, non-

adjacentui andvi and then add the edge(ui, vi) to the graph. For every pair(x,A), where
x ∈ A, choose a distinct pair of verticesui andvi fromGx(Sn), and add one edge,e+x,A,
with end vertices(A+, vi) and another,e−x,A, with end vertices(A−, ui). Three additional
edges are appended this way to every vertexA+ andA−. The obtained graph isGSn(I ).
Let us now define the multiplicity of every edge and then verify thatS�1,�2,...,�n -

decomposition of the obtained multigraphH is equivalent to 3-EHS onI: The degree in
GSn(I ) of every vertex ofS+

x ∪ S−
x is n. We set the multiplicity function such that the

multistar centered at each of these vertices would be anS�1,�2,...,�n -subgraph ofH. We also
make sure that all the edges between vertices inS+

x ∪ S−
x and the verticesA+ andA− have

the same multiplicity, say,�1. This goal is achieved by partitioning each(n − 1)-regular
bipartiteGx(Sn) into n− 1 matchings and assigning multiplicity�i to all edges of theith
matching, fori = 2,3, . . . , n. The remaining edge incident with each vertex inS+

x ∪ S−
x

is assigned with multiplicity�1. For everyA ∈ �, we assign multiplicities�2, . . . , �n to
the remainingn − 1 edges of the star centered atA+ and repeat this sequence of mul-
tiplicities twice on the 2n − 2 edges of the star centered atA−. The multistar centered
at A+ consists now of anS�1,�2,...,�n -subgraph and two extra edges of multiplicity�1.
The multistar centered atA−consists of two copies ofS�1,�2,...,�n , and one extra edge of
multiplicity �1.
Let us denoteS�1,�2,...,�n in short byS.AssumeX ⊂ U is a solution ofI. That is, for every

A ∈ �, exactly one element ofA belongs toX and two elements do not. For everyx ∈ X,
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remove the copies ofScentered at everyu ∈ S−
x . For everyy /∈X, remove the copies ofS

centered at everyv ∈ S+
y .

Take anyA ∈ �. Since|A∩X|=1, the removed stars contain exactly one edgee−x,A with
multiplicity �1 for a certainx ∈ X, incident withA−, and two such edgese+y,A ande+z,A,
y, z /∈X, incident withA+. Thus, the remaining edges form a copy ofScentered at every
vertexA+ and two such copies centered at everyA−. Together with the removedmultistars,
anS-decomposition ofH is completed.
On the other hand, assume that anS-decomposition ofH exists. Take an edgee of one

of the bipartite subgraphsGx(Sn). Sincee is covered by the decomposition, at least one of
its end vertices is the center of anS-subgraph which belongs to the decomposition (we call
such a vertexa center of the decompositionor simplya center). The edges incident with
every vertex ofGx(Sn) form an exact copy ofS; hence only one of the end vertices ofe
can be a center. The set of centers is thus independent inGx(Sn) and covers all its edges
with their full multiplicities.Gx(Sn) is connected, so there are exactly two possibilities:
either everyv ∈ S+

x is a center and nou ∈ S−
x is such, or everyu ∈ S−

x and nov ∈ S+
x

is a center. DefineX = {x ∈ U |u ∈ S−
x ⇒ u is a center}. Focus on a three-tupleA ∈ �.

The vertexA− is necessarily the center of two decomposition multistars. The extra edge of
multiplicity �1, incident toA−, belongs to a decomposition star centered at a vertexu ∈ S−

x

for somex ∈ X. ThusA contains exactly one elementx ∈ X and henceX is indeed a
solution ofI.
Some extra caution is required to verify the validity of that construction whenn = 2

and�1 �= �2. Notice that if the two multiplicities are equal, it can happen that three edges
incident withA− are covered by stars centered atGx(Sn) and the remaining two edges
form another decomposition star, or that the four edges, of equal multiplicity, incident
with A+ are matched into two stars. Indeed, when the multiplicities are equal the prob-
lem is polynomially solvable by Theorem 2.1 (after dividing� by the edge multiplicity
of H). �
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